
Dealing with Dog Fights

Preparing For A (unexpected) Dog Fight. 
There you are, walking your dog who is very much on-leash (and under control) when an off-
leash dog comes running up to you. This is can cause your blood to run cold and especially if  
your dog is known to be unfriendly or reactive. It will take juggling some spur of  the moment 
decisions and remembering to breath. It’s helpful to have a plan for these situations thought 
through in advance when possible.

Here are a few considerations to help you plan for an unexpected dog fight: 

First consider what situation you might find yourself  and the dogs you work with. Fights 
between dogs can occur..

• While walking a dog on-leash in it’s own neighborhood. 
• At a dog park (or hiking trail), even after the dogs has been playing fine. 
• In a multi-dog home between siblings.  

Dealing with an on-leash fight.
Fights that occur while doing on-leash walks with your dog are most likely due to the sudden 
appearance of  another dog at a very close proximity in your neighborhood. Or a dog running up 
to you off  leash while your dog is on-leash. Dogs are often much more defensive on-leash. So, if  
you’re walking and happen to come across an un-known and off-leash dog what do you do? 

If  you don't have to, don't make this off-leash dog any of  your business. You have your own dog 
and your own safety to think about. The moment you sense that the dog across the street or park 
is actually off-leash start looking for a good exit strategy. If  you can't just walk away look for trees, 
cars, benches or anything else that might help to block your dog from view until the off-leash dog 
has moved along. 

If  you see an off  leash dog on a city street and it's far enough ahead, You can employ your 
emergency U-turn. You can learn about emergency U-turns at the Tuff  Pup Training blog spot. 

Are you cornered?
If  you are forced into a confrontation with the off-leash dog...

• Stop and body block. Shorten your leash and step in front the  dog you’re with. Lean your 
body posture forward. Step forcefully to counter the movements of  the off-leash dog. 
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Don't give this off-leash dog an easy path to your dog. The forceful posture will often get 
the dogs attention and cause them to pause and look up. Then..

• Use a calm but assertive tone to shout... "Get Your Dog" or "Call Your Dog". Even if  
their is no other owner present, your shouting may elicit the help from a passersby to 
wrangle or distract the dog to give you and exit opportunity.

• If  you are still confronted with the dog you can try leaning your posture forward, stand 
tall and confidently say "Sit!". Giving a sit to off-leash dogs can often have surprising 
effects. Alternatively you can say "stop", "stay" or "down". If  the dog pauses at all or 
actually listens to the command you can toss a handful of  treats over the dogs head as an 
attempt to create another exit opportunity. Then rush off  to safety with your own pup.

Safety Note: Throwing treats as a distraction may have actually been your first thought. 
Although using food as a distraction for the off-leash dog can be a really easy way to get out of  
this situation it tends to only be effective in cases where the off-leash dog is actually dog-friendly 
to begin with. If  the off-leash is fixated on your dog and agitated it will then that dog will take 
treats and will likely ignore them on the ground.

Dealing With A Dog-Park Fight.
It’s important to mention, not every dog is a good candidate for the dog park environment. The 
dog park can be very overwhelming for some dogs just as a crowded party can be overwhelming 
for some people. There are plenty of  other ways for a dog to learn social skills and get energy 
out. including longer walks, training tricks, playing fetch, playing tug-f-war, swimming, or getting 
involved in dog-centric sports like Agility or Nosework. 

Dog Park Etiquette:
Let’s review what normal and safe play in a dog looks like. Once in the dog park, dogs will greet 
each other and then play if  they want to play. However, some greeting manners are better then 
others and not all types of  dogs play are fun for all dogs. Dog play involves activities like nipping, 
mouthing, wrestling, humping, chasing and it may look pretty rough and tumble. Here is a 
breakdown... 

Good Greetings: (when dogs walk up to each other for the first time they should...) 

• Sniff  butt and mouth. 

• Be loose muscled and wiggly with relaxed wide tail wages. 

• Offer play bows, hopping and light hip bumps. 

• Then possible mounting, jumping, humping, running shared by both dogs 

Bad Greetings: (when dogs walk up to each other for the first time they should NOT...) 

• Run up and body slam the first dog they see (railroading over a dog and slamming it to 
the ground). 
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• Make loud snarls or fast and noisy lunges and snaps. 

• Have stiff  posture, face to face staring, high and quick tail wags (this means the dog is 
overly stimulated and not likely to have self-control. The stiff  body is happening during 
an assessment the dog is doing. The dog is preparing by tightening it’s muscles in 
preparation to snap at the run away from the other dog.) 

• Chases, then pins, then bites, etc... without allowing rest.

WHEN SHOULD I STOP A DOG FROM PLAYING? 

It is important to involve yourself  in your dog’s dog-park time so that the dog you’re with gets 
used to you intervening during play. You play the roll of  a referee in the park. Intervene when 
good play gets out of  hand. Good times to break up play are... 

• When the is bullying. Bullying is when one dog wants to play but the other 
clearly does not. You will see the bullying dog cornering the other dog and repeat 
body slamming, barking and nipping. 

• Any high pitched yelping or sudden changes in the intensity of  the play (means 
a dog might have been hurt accidentally. 

• Any time one dog is restricted and can’t really play or get away if  scared (on-
leash, held in owners arms, crowded by the fences or under the benches, etc). 

• If  there is any grabbing and holding of  skin (“latch-on’). 

“Check ins” - in the dog park: Be sure to periodically walk up to your dog in the park and for 3 
- 10 seconds give her some good physical and vocal praise. Then immediately say “okay, go 
play!” and release her to go play more with the other dogs again. This act is a basic “check in” 
and will encourage your dog to happily except you grabbing her in public spaces with other dogs 
around. The dog needs to know that getting touched by you in the dog park is not necessarily a 
sign that she has to leave or that playtime is over. Having their harness or collar touched is just a 
typical part of  being at the park. 

Dealing With An In-Home Fight Between Canine “Siblings”
All dogs squabble occasionally. Even ones who live together. Mostly, dogs who live together get 
into scraps over stuff  they both want: Food, bones, toys, human attention, and sleeping spots. 
Like us, they also have individual preferences and moods, and might be having a grumpy day or 
a headache. 
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What should I do? 

If  the fights don’t result in injuries (i.e. you are not at the vet’s following each fight having one or 
both dogs sutured), you have a number of  options. Fights usually happen as a result of  a 
particular situation and if  you can uncover the triggers through a little detective work, you can 
probably prevent most altercations from happening again.  

Some of  the most common problems: 

Trigger: I’m going to put that new upstart in his place! (old dog snapping at the new dog 
in the home to declare personal space).
Remedy: Supervise your the dog closely for several days, especially when he interacts 
with your other dog. Call the newer dog’s name and redirect him or her if  you see the 
dogs getting into each others personal space. 

Trigger: My sister is too close while I eat! (Food bowl guarding)
Remedy: Feed the dogs in separate bowls at opposite ends of  a room, or in separate 
rooms. Consider using baby-gates during meal time.

Trigger: That is MY nyla bone/stuffed monkey/tennis ball/etc. (object/toy guarding)
Remedy: Carefully manage access to objects the dogs might fight about: Bones, toys, 
beds, etc. (And make sure you have two of  everything.). Start working on commands like 
“leave it” and “drop”.

Trigger: When “mom” is not around, I find my sibling hard to take... (when dogs play 
without supervision they get into fights because the play gets too rough)
Remedy: Keep the dogs in separate rooms whenever you are not available to supervise. 

Don’t be afraid to give dogs a break from each other. Put them in different rooms for a while or 
give them downtime in their crates or with Kong toys. 

When to call your  dog trainer:

• If  the dogs seem stressed in each other’s presence all the time (won’t eat, pant, avoid each 
other). 

• If  the fights happen more often or get more serious. If  you can’t break up the fight with 
noise.

• If  the fights cause injury to either dog. 
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What If a fight breaks out?

Stay calm. If  someone is there to help you: Grasp the dogs by the hind legs, lifting as you 
would a wheelbarrow, rather than reaching for collars or the teeth-end of  the dog! Remove 
fighting dogs from one-another and trade contact information. Stay calm. You may need to 
create a distraction or interrupt the dogs before being able to grab them (e.g. air horn, dump 
water bowls or spray with a water bottle). 

If  you are in a neighborhood where this happens often you might consider carrying citronella 
spray and/or a pepper spray like "Direct Stop" by Premier. These kinds of  sprays can be a 
important last resort. Make sure to read the products full warnings and guidelines.

Warning: Breaking up a dog fight can be very dangerous to you. These suggestions should be 
followed at your own risk. Please stay safe.

If  possible, take pictures of  the other dog. Take pictures of  any bites and follow up with the other 
dog owner if  possible. Become familiar with local leash laws. Avoid having the dog around other 
dogs for at least 78 hours to avoid the adrenalin from the fight causing your dog to be triggered in 
another social interaction. 

After that, consider one-on-one play dates with close friends or family who have dogs that your 
dog (or client’s dog) likes. Start by asking them to go on a walk with you or set-up a structured 
play-date.

Dog fights can be as bad or worse then car accidents. Even in the best case scenario, everyone's 
nerves are left fried. Dog owners left disheartened and scared. Learning how to read canine body 
language and teaching a dog public safety skills like eye contact can keep you and the pup safe for 
future walks.

Suggested Reading and Resources:
•“Canine Behavior: A Photo Illustrated Handbook” by Barbara Handelman.
•Proper Dog-to-dog introductions by Pat Miller
•What to do if a dog is chasing you by Robin Bennett
•D.I.N.O.S (Dogs In Need Of Space) 

Really helpful (and really cute) dog training illustrations by Lili Chin:
• Body Language & Calming Signals
•Body Language Extended
• How Not To Greet A Dog
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http://www.entirelypets.com/directstop.html
http://www.entirelypets.com/directstop.html
http://www.phila.gov/philacode/html/_DATA/TITLE10/CHAPTER_10_100_ANIMALS/10_104_Animals_Running_at_Larg.html
http://www.phila.gov/philacode/html/_DATA/TITLE10/CHAPTER_10_100_ANIMALS/10_104_Animals_Running_at_Larg.html
http://www.dogwise.com/itemdetails.cfm?ID=DTB1005EBK
http://www.dogwise.com/itemdetails.cfm?ID=DTB1005EBK
http://www.dogwise.com/itemdetails.cfm?ID=DTB1005EBK
http://www.dogwise.com/itemdetails.cfm?ID=DTB1005EBK
http://www.dogwise.com/itemdetails.cfm?ID=DTB1005
http://www.dogwise.com/itemdetails.cfm?ID=DTB1005
http://www.whole-dog-journal.com/issues/11_1/features/Proper-Dog-Introductions-and-Canine-Socializing_15996-1.html?S=FB041314
http://www.whole-dog-journal.com/issues/11_1/features/Proper-Dog-Introductions-and-Canine-Socializing_15996-1.html?S=FB041314
http://www.robinkbennett.com/2013/07/30/dog-chasing/
http://www.robinkbennett.com/2013/07/30/dog-chasing/
http://dogsinneedofspace.com/
http://dogsinneedofspace.com/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lilita/3623518112/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lilita/3623518112/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lilita/5652847156/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lilita/5652847156/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lilita/4455993339/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lilita/4455993339/

